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Davis and DeRosa Physical Therapy, established in 2003, 

provides a quaint boutique practice located in El Segundo, 

California. The 2000 square foot facility is a well known 

practice offering its patients private, personal treatment by 

a licensed therapist at every visit. Patients are guaranteed 

one-on-one attention for their 45-minute treatment.

The practice specializes in diagnosis and treatment for: 

4Chronic neck and back pain

 4Pre and post surgical rehabilitation

4Sports injuries

4Work injuries

4Neurological disorders

4Foot and ankle disorders, (including orthotics)

4Osteoporosis and other age related disorders

4Women’s Health Issues

                 

Davis & DeRosa have  treated over a thousand patients 
since they opened their doors in 2003.

Davis & DeRosa
physical therapists, 

Julie Guthrie-Cornell, left 
and Tami Chang, right

At Davis and DeRosa Physical 

Therapy, we do much more than 

book appointments, rush through 

treatments and process insurance 

paperwork. Each of our dedicated 

team members take ownership and 

treat every client as a member of 

the family. The friendly practice extends an ambiance of belong-

ing and genuine care. It is a place where everyone will know 

your name. Our therapists involve themselves into the lives of 

their clients to better understand their lifestyle and recovery 

needs. Most injuries are treatable but we at Davis and DeRosa 

go the extra step and treat the entire person with integrity 

and respect. It is the most friendly and inviting location for 

treatment. We understand our clients have options for physical 

therapy and we are honored to be voted the Best of the Best in 

physical therapy.

 “This recognition is a reflection of how we as business  

owners and long time residents feel about El Segundo, “ said 

Chris DeRosa and Troy Davis, owners Davis and DeRosa  

Physical Therapy. “Thank you to our patients, who always bring 

a sweet smile to our practice.  Thank you to the doctors who 

have trusted us with the  

recovery of their patients.”

Our practice is always open 

for those who are injured or 

simply have a question.  We 

look forward to many more 

years of treating injuries and 

helping communities become 

healthier.

325 Main Street   El Segundo, CA 90245   www.davisandderosa.com  310-648-3167  email: davisandderosa@aol.com 

Thank You! 
For Again, Making Us The Best!

Davis and DeRosa Physical Therapy, Inc.


